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Abstract. The German DAX index is an important indicator not only for fol-
lowing German stock market but also for the health of German economy. The
movement of the DAX index is thus the objective of many studies, to which the
random walk model does not contribute a lot although this approach has been
advocated for years. In the past, the randomwalk model was mainly done in terms
of statistical tests rather than to simulate the real stock data. In this study, we
applied the data generated by random walk model to fit the closing price of the
DAX index for the first 20 years in this century, which were furthermore divided
into five sub-periods. The results show that the simulation generated by random
walk works for short sub-periods but has difficulty to mimic the DAX index for a
longer period.
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1 Introduction

The DAX index is an important indicator for following the German stock market, which
is tracked by many investors and funds. Because of its important, the DAX index has
been studied intensively [1, 2, 5]. Actually, not only the DAX index itself, but also its
derivative securities, for example, its option is the objective of studies [7]. The strategies
to predict the trends in index, the price movement, and the volatility in stock market are
important.

Some studies suggest that the DAX index follows a randomwalk pattern while some
studies argue against this claim [1, 2, 5, 7]. However, both claims are based on the
statistical tests such as autocorrelation test, unit root test, run test, variance ratio test [4,
6]. To our knowledge, not many studies were done by using a certain model to simulate
the real stock movement over time and then compare the simulation with the real data.

Thus it appears more important to run a study to test whether the random walk mode
can simulate the DAX index, which is designed as the aim of current study.
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2 DAX Data and Random Walk Model

2.1 DAX Data

The daily German DAX index for the first 20years in the 21st century was obtained
from German Yahoo Finance (https://de.finance.yahoo.com/). This dataset from 2001
to 2020 includes 5072 daily open, high, low, close, adjusted close, and volume. The
daily close is the target for random walk simulation. The simulations were designed to
follow five sub-periods with increment of five years for each, 2020 includes 254 trading
days, 2016–2020 includes 1262 trading days, 2011–2020 includes 2528 trading days,
2006–2020 includes 3799 trading days, and 2001–2020 includes 5072 trading days.

2.2 Random Walk Model

Random walk by definition [11] is a path that is generated by tossing a fair coin con-
tinuously. As one face of coin and the other face are defined as 1 and –1, the addition
of results of tossing a coin for a number of times will generate a random walk along
the time course. Because the tossing of coin is a random event, the record of a series of
tossing is also a series of random events.

2.3 DAX Index as a Random Walk

The DAX index can be simplified in the context of random walk, i.e. a DAX index close
in given trading day is higher or lower that in its previous trading day, it marks as 1 or
–1, and then these values are added together along the time course, which is exactly a
random walk. This rationale is workable because no equal close is found between two
consequential days in the DAX index from January 2, 2001 to December 30, 2020.

2.4 Random Walk in Decimal Format

Although the randomwalk in decimal format is not defined,we could expend the classical
random walk, which is the format 1 and –1, into a decimal format. This is because the
modern random walk is made of random numbers generated by computer, these random
numbers must be rounded to integral to fit the definition that random walk is in the 1/–1
format. If we leave these random numbers as they are, and add these them together along
the time course, then their addition will be a random walk in decimal format. In reality,
this is the case for any stock index and any individual stock.

2.5 Simulation

With the random walk in both 1/–1 and decimal formats, we can use a computer to
generate a series of random numbers, whose addition is a random walk simulation. The
simulation should be as similar as possible to the DAX index. The difference between a
random work and the DAX index is measure to evaluate the performance of simulation.

https://de.finance.yahoo.com/
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3 Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows how to conduct the random walk simulation in both 1/–1 and decimal
formats. Columns 1and 2 are the date and its corresponding DAX index close for the
beginning of 2020. Column 3 records whether the DAX index is larger or smaller than
its preceding day in terms of the 1/–1 format. For example, 13761.38, the DAX index
close on January 3, 2020 is larger than 13718.78, the DAX index close on January 2,
2020, so 1 was given to the second cell in column 3. Column 4 is the addition of each
cell in column 3, and constructs a DAX index random walk in the 1/–1 format. Column
5 is the first step to build a random walk, i.e. to generate random numbers as many as the
number in column 3. Column 6 records whether the generated random number is larger
or smaller than its preceding random number in the 1/–1 format. Column 7 is the addition
of each cell in column 6, and constructs a random walk simulation for comparison with
column 4. The last two columns show how to construct a random walk simulation in
the decimal format. Column 8 is a series of random numbers generated according to the
standard deviation of the DAX index close in 2020 because the command for generation
of randomnumbers usually includes 4 terms, i.e. seed, number to be generated, and upper
and lower ranges. In our previous studies [8–10], we found that the standard deviation is
more suitable for upper and lower ranges. Column 9 is the random walk simulation by
adding each random number in column 8 to the corresponding DAX index close value
in column 2. Finally comparison can be made between columns 2 and 9.

According to the procedure in Table 1, Fig. 1 uses the data from column 4 (black
line) and column 7 (red line) as a part of line. Figure 2 uses the data from column 2
(black line) and column 9 (red line) as a part of line.

Figure 1 demonstrates that the random walk simulation very similarly fits the DAX
index. Because this random walk operates on 1 or –1 for each step, theoretically, it has
a (½)254 chance to exactly fit the DAX index for 254 trading days in 2020.

Table 1. Procedure to Construct A Random Walk Simulation

Date DAX
index
Close

Compare
Preceding
Close

Random
Walk in
1 or –1
Format

Generated
Random
Number

Compare
Preceding
Random
Number

Random
Walk in
1 or –1
Format

Generated
Random
Number

Random
Walk in
Decimal
Format

Jan 2, 2020 13718.78

Jan 3, 2020 13761.38 1 1 –0.85949 −1 −1 124.47243 13507.40243

Jan 6, 2020 13790.29 1 2 0.32574 1 0 −4.77235 13502.63008

Jan 7, 2020 13587.23 −1 1 –0.33913 −1 −1 23.5523 13526.18238

Jan 8, 2020 13418.11 −1 0 0.39213 1 0 −21.60509 13309.5773

Jan 9, 2020 13246.30 −1 −1 0.08469 −1 −1 −0.19514 13309.38216

Jan 10, 2020 13630.51 1 0 0.03815 −1 −2 −71.29754 13237.58452

Jan 13, 2020 13667.25 1 1 0.63435 1 −1 2.59234 13240.17696

Jan 14, 2020 13565.98 −1 0 0.41228 −1 −2 −54.12555 13185.05141

Jan 15, 2020 13362.87 −1 −1 0.96162 1 −1 136.81254 13322.86395
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Fig. 1. The DAX indexed in 2020 in 1 or –1 format (black line) and its simulation (red line)
generated by random walk in 1 or –1 format using seed of 0.65599.

Figure 2 shows that the random walk can approximately simulate the decline in the
DAX index from January to April. The simulation becomes better from April to July,
and then cannot fit the valley in October. Nevertheless, one could argue that the fear on
Covid-19 and economic slowdown lead the fast decline in the DAX index.

Comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. 2, we can find that they are completely different although
they present the DAX index in 2020. This is the difference between 1/–1 format and
decimal format. The simulation in Fig. 1 is better than that in Fig. 2 because the random
walk simulation using the 1/–1 format does not care the upper/lower range of generated
random numbers. This also leads the difficulty to use the decimal format random walk
to simulate the DAX index. Indeed, two valleys (black line) in Fig. 2 cannot be followed
by the random walk simulation (red line).

Figure 3 illustrates the random walk simulation on DAX index for five years. When
looking at the volatility in theDAX index, it did not fluctuate toomuch until the Covid-19
pandemic. Thereafter, the simulation almost has the similar tendency to follow the DAX
index until the Covid-19 pandemic except for two periods in 2016 where the simulation
tendency is opposite to the DAX index. Although the simulation goes down three times
in 2019 and 2020, it cannot generate a rapid decline to follow the DAX index, especially
to follow the impact of Covid-19 in 2020.

Figure 4 depicts the random walk simulation on DAX index for ten years. With
increase of time involved in simulation, the sharp decline in the DAX index in March
2020 appears less visible, which actually is due to the increased range for the DAX
index because it climbs from 5072.33 points up to 13790.29 points from 2011 up to
2020 (Fig. 4) whereas the DAX index ranges from 8441.71 points up to 13790.29 points
for both Fig. 2 (2020) and Fig. 3 (2016–2020), from 3666.41 points up to 13790.29
points for Fig. 5 (2006–2020), and from 2202.96 points up to 13790.29 points for Fig. 6
(2001–2020). Yet, the simulation from 2011 to 2013 goes opposite to the movement of
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Fig. 2. The DAX index in 2020 (black line) and its simulation (red line) generated by random
walk in decimal format using any of five seeds from 5.53532 to 5.53536.

Fig. 3. The five-year DAX index from 2016 to 2020 (black line) and its simulation (red line)
generated by random walk in decimal format using a seed of 0.48775.

the DAX index. The simulation cannot catch the peak in 2015. Also we can see a certain
lag time to follow this peak in 2015.

Figure 5 pictures the random walk simulation on DAX index for fifteen years. There
is a big lag time in the random walk simulation for the first peak of the DAX index in
2007. Then the simulation cannot climb up for three peaks of the DAX index from 2017
to 2018, and then the simulation seems to completely ignore the sharp fall due to the
Covid-19 pandemic. Overall, the simulation follows the DAX index along its upward
trend. This could be useful to forecasting of the general DAX index tendency.

Figure 6 describes the random walk simulation on DAX index for twenty years.
With the increment of time scale, it appears that both DAX index and its random walk
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Fig. 4. The ten-year DAX index from 2011 to 2020 (black line) and its simulation (red line)
generated by random walk in decimal format using any of four seeds from 4.86905 to 4.86908.

Fig. 5. The fifteen-year DAX index from 2006 to 2020 (black line) and its simulation (red line)
generated by random walk in decimal format using a seed of 2.26416.

simulation become flattened. Therefore, the excitingmoments in the DAX index become
weakened. Although the curve (black line) becomes flattened, the random walk simula-
tion appearsmore flattened than theDAX index.Meanwhile, the randomwalk simulation
often goes to opposite directions. Therefore, the simulation fails to catch up with any
significantly excitingmoments in the DAX index. Clearly, the longer the time is involved
in simulation, the more the difficulty the simulation is.

Although the simulation seems to follow the trend of the DAX index in a large-
scale, it requires different seeds for different periods as shown in these figures. If these
simulations would come from the same seed, then it could be possible to use this seed
to predict the movement of the DAX index in future.

The random walk simulation presented in each figure is the one from 100,000 simu-
lations, i.e. we generate 100,000 series of random numbers for each figure, and choose
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Fig. 6. The twenty-year DAX index from 2001 to 2020 (black line) and its simulation (red line)
generated by random walk in decimal format using any of three seeds of 0.29753, 3.36101 and
3.36102.

the simulation with minimal difference between simulation and the DAX index. Natu-
rally, 100,000 simulations come from 100,000 seeds, which range from 0 to 10. It is of
interest to note that sometimes only one seed can generate a series of random numbers,
whose addition makes a random walk simulation similar to the given period of the DAX
index, but sometimes several seeds can do the same. Because of good-fitness for random
walk in the 1/–1 format, it necessarily simulates the DAX index in a longer period rather
than 2020 in future.

In a broad sense, the issue of whether a stock index follows a random walk model
is closely related to the efficient market hypothesis (EMH), in particular, the weak form
market efficiency. If a stock index does not follow a random walk, then it is not efficient
in the weak-form over a certain period of time. This study shows that the random walk
simulation, especially, in the 1/–1 format, i.e. the classical random walk can fit the DAX
index, hence the DAX index would satisfy with the market efficiency in the weak-form.
Theoretically, there would always a chance, which is equal to (½)trading days, to find a
perfect simulation for any longer period of the DAX index although such a chance is
extremely small.

The issues of whether the choice of time period affects the market efficiency in the
weak-form and whether the market efficiency improves over time are topics that need
to address. In this context, we would be better to divide our samples into equal length
periods in our future studies.

4 Conclusion

This study attempts to answer the question of whether the DAX index behaves randomly,
which was approved and disapproved using the statistical tests in the past. Our results
show that the movement of the DAX index can be considered completely randomly if
the random walk simulation in its 1/–1 format. But the random walk has difficulty to
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simulate the very fluctuating DAX index in the decimal format because of the difficulty
in setting the upper/lower range in random number generation.
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